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RAW METAL TRAY SMALL - INDICA 1CT

About the product

RAWthentic | Included is a Copyrighted ESD Certified
Authentic Online Reseller RAW Issued Sticker.

Artistic | Unique Trippy Art Design with a Brilliant Cut to Refract Light in a Beautiful Way.
Functional | Made of Metal for Increased Durability and Strength, Roll your Smoking Goods with
Ease.
Maintenance | Simple to Clean and Maintain, Simple Water and Dishwashing Soap will Suffice.
What You Get | A Herb Style Themed Sized Small Tray at Length: 11'' Width: 7'' and Height: 1''.
Imported from USA.

Herb Series Metal Tray

This unique limited edition rolling tray is an in-house artist series design made specifically for RAW! Get
your roll on with these unique artistic and trippy designs. Keep your smoking goodies contained inside
this stylish and effective rolling tray.

Tray Purpose

These RAW rolling trays are made to not only decorate their resting place but to assist you in your
rolling herb management necessities. Keep your desk, floor, and house clean and contain all your
smoking goods and residue inside this rolling tray. The large rolling tray is nice and big it can fit all your
custom smoke supplies. The mini is great for just doing a quick roll or if you need one to travel with, and
the small is in between with the best of both worlds! Grab your favorite pack of rolling papers, a good
blend of filler, and this rolling tray to start making some smokes and everlasting RAW infused memories

Tray History

Around a decade ago, RAW reinvented the rolling tray with the Classic RAW rolling Tray. The rolling
trays of the 1960's and 70's were thick metal with a smooth coating on top. They were created by old
brand like the italian Club rolling tray (Which was the most famous one of it's time). Nowadays you can
find the classic RAW rolling tray at almost every smoke shop and RAWnabees peddle their inferior
copies.
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